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Featured Application: Simulated ground motion records are alternatives of real ground motion
records for regions of sparse seismic networks or lack of potential large events. Before their use
in earthquake engineering, evaluation of them from both seismological and engineering points
of view is necessary.

Abstract: Simulated ground motions have recently gained more attention in seismology and earthquake
engineering. Since different characteristics of waveforms are expected to influence alternative structural
response parameters, evaluation of simulations, for key components of seismological and engineering
points of view is necessary. When seismological aspect is of concern, consideration of a representative
set of ground motion parameters is imperative. Besides, to test the applicability of simulations in
earthquake engineering, structural demand parameters should simultaneously cover a descriptive set.
Herein, simulations are evaluated through comparison of seismological against engineering misfits,
individually defined in terms of log-scale misfit and goodness-of-fit score. For numerical investigations,
stochastically simulated records of three earthquakes are considered: The 1992 Erzincan-Turkey,
1999 Duzce-Turkey and 2009 L’Aquila-Italy events. For misfit evaluation, seismological parameters
include amplitude, duration and frequency content, while engineering parameters contain spectral
acceleration, velocity and seismic input energy. Overall, the same trend between both misfits is
observed. All misfits for Erzincan and Duzce located on basins are larger than those corresponding
to L’Aquila mostly placed on stiff sites. The engineering misfits, particularly in terms of input
energy measures, are larger than seismological misfits. In summary, the proposed misfit evaluation
methodology seems useful to evaluate simulations for engineering practice.

Keywords: ground motions; stochastic finite-fault ground motion simulation technique; seismological
measures; engineering demand parameters; log-scale misfits; goodness of fit score

1. Introduction

Earthquakes are amongst the most destructive natural hazards and disasters resulting in major
seismic losses to the built environment. Many researchers have studied the hazard and intensity
proposed by large and destructive earthquakes (e.g., [1–4]). In most engineering applications, ground
motion time histories are required in order to perform time history analyses of geotechnical or structural
systems (e.g., [5–9]). In regions of sparse ground motion networks or lack of potential large earthquakes,
simulated ground motion time histories have been increasingly recommended in earthquake engineering
practice in recent years (e.g., [10,11]). Depending on the solution approach, ground motion simulation
methods can be deterministic, stochastic or hybrid. The low frequencies, which are solved mostly by
deterministic methods, need precise source and velocity models (e.g., [12–18]). On the other hand,
incoherency of the phase angles can be modeled using stochastic approaches (e.g., [19–28]). In order to
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model the broadband frequency range, hybrid ground motion simulation techniques are introduced
(e.g., [29–33]).

During recent years, validation of ground motion simulation records has gained considerable
interest among many researchers (e.g., [34–36]). Since accuracies and computational costs of different
ground motion simulation techniques vary, investigation of the efficiency of the simulated seismological
measures compared to the real values is essential. Recently, a few studies have investigated the Goodness
of Fit (GOF) criteria between real and simulated time histories based on characteristics of the seismic
waveforms (e.g., [37–39]). In these studies, GOF evaluation has been accomplished generally through
ground motion intensity measures such as Fourier amplitude, peak ground intensity values or duration.
However, the main concern in engineering practice is that simulated ground motion records may not
be representative of real ones when estimation of structural seismic demand is required (e.g., [40,41]).
Further investigation is necessary to evaluate alternative structural responses (i.e., elastic and inelastic
spectral values as well as seismic energy contents) obtained from simulated records against those from
corresponding recorded motions.

The objective of this study is to evaluate suitability of seismologically validated simulated ground
motion records corresponding to the selected past events in the prediction of alternative engineering
demand parameters. Evaluation of the simulated time histories is accomplished through the definition
of different seismological and engineering demand misfits. The misfits are defined in terms of both
log-scale misfits and GOF scores using the approach proposed by Olsen and Mayhew [39]. For misfit
evaluation, the seismological measures employed here consist of duration, peak ground motion
amplitudes and frequency as well as energy content of the records while the engineering demand
parameters include Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) structural responses in terms of both elastic and
inelastic spectral acceleration, spectral velocity and seismic input energy contents.

Simulated records corresponding to the three past events with different source mechanisms in
regions of different geological features are selected in this study. The 1992 Erzincan earthquake with
a moment magnitude of 6.6 [42], which occurred in the eastern part of North Anatolian Fault Zone
(NAFZ) in Turkey on a strike-slip fault mechanism, is selected as the first case study. The second case
study is the 1999 Duzce event which occurred in the western part of NAFZ with Mw = 7.1 on the
same fault mechanism [43]. The last case study is considered as the 2009 L’Aquila (Italy) earthquake
with Mw = 6.3 [44] which occurred on a normal fault zone. Input parameters for simulations of the
selected events from the stochastic finite-fault ground motion simulation approach [22] have been
validated by previous studies [24,45,46]. In those studies, simulated motions have been validated by
comparing them with the recorded motions corresponding to the past events mentioned herein. In this
study, for the selected cases, first, seismological and engineering demand misfits (in terms of both
log-scale misfits as well as GOF scores) are obtained and compared. Next, for a specified region, it is
checked whether the seismologically defined misfits between the recorded and simulated time histories
represent the same level of accuracy with those assessed through the use of alternative engineering
demand parameters.

2. Study Area

In this study, three past earthquakes which occurred in regions with different geological
characteristics are considered: The 1992 Erzincan-Turkey, the 1999 Duzce-Turkey and the 2009
L’Aquila-Italy events with corresponding magnitudes of 6.6, 7.1 and 6.3, respectively. Simulated records
have been generated and verified by previous studies [24,45–47] using the stochastic finite-fault
simulation method based on a dynamic corner frequency approach as introduced by Motazedian and
Atkinson [22]. This approach is an extension of the stochastic point-source method which considers
contribution of the source, propagation and path effects. The fault plane in the stochastic finite-fault
method is divided into smaller sub-faults, each of them is treated as a stochastic point-source with an
ω−2 spectrum [48,49]. Then, to obtain the entire time history in terms of one horizontal component, the
contribution of all sub-faults is added in time domain with suitable time delays. Details corresponding
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to the simulation technique can be found in Motazedian and Atkinson [22]. In the following sections,
the chosen study areas and the results of ground motion simulations are presented. All time histories
at the selected stations for all case studies are baseline corrected then filtered with the fourth-order
Butterworth filter type in the low and high cut frequencies of 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz, respectively.

2.1. Simulated Records of the 1992 Erzincan (Turkey) (Mw = 6.6) Earthquake

The NAFZ, with an active right-lateral strike-slip fault mechanism, is situated in the northern
part of Turkey. In the eastern segments of the NAFZ, the 1992 Erzincan earthquake with the moment
magnitude of 6.6 occurred. This earthquake led to at least five hundred mortalities besides an economical
damage cost of five to ten trillion Turkish Liras [50]. Erzincan is an area placed on a deep alluvial basin
with softer soil conditions [47]. The region is formed at the conjunction of three active faults with
strike-slip mechanisms: the left-lateral North East Anatolian, the right-lateral North Anatolian and the
left-lateral Ovacik faults. In spite of the intense seismicity of the region, only three stations recorded the
1992 Erzincan event. Thus, as the first case study, simulations are evaluated for the 1992 Erzincan event
that occurred on a tectonically complex zone. Due to sparse seismic networks and limited number of
recorded motions, simulations have been calibrated using the data at only three stations [46]. Figure 1
shows the epicenter, fault plane and location of the existing stations during the 1992 Erzincan event.
Table 1 summarizes the information corresponding to the selected three stations.
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Table 1. Information on the selected stations corresponding to the 1992 Erzincan (Turkey) event with
Mw = 6.6.

Station Code Latitude
(◦)

Longitude
(◦)

Site Class
(NEHRP) [51]

Repi
(km)

PGA-EW
(cm/s2)

PGA-NS
(cm/s2)

PGA-Sim.
(cm/s2)

PGV-EW
(cm/s)

PGV-NS
(cm/s)

PGV-Sim.
(cm/s)

Erzincan-Merkez ERC 39.752 39.487 D 12.83 430.66 509.20 445.81 56.80 79.84 33.25
Refahiye REF 39.899 38.768 C 76.45 75.26 66.78 39.36 3.67 3.93 2.30
Tercan TER 39.777 40.391 D 65.62 25.56 37.90 35.95 4.30 2.86 3.07

The recorded raw time histories at the selected stations are taken from the Turkish strong ground
motion database [42]. For simulation of the time histories at the selected three stations the validated
parameters corresponding to the source, propagation and site effects proposed by Askan et al. [46] are
employed. In that study, calibration of the simulation parameters corresponding to the 1992 Erzincan
event has been performed using the recorded time histories at the existing three stations. The simulated
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Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) values at the selected stations in
both North-South (NS) and East-West (EW) directions are provided in Table 1.

2.2. Simulated Records of the 1999 Duzce (Turkey) (Mw = 7.1) Earthquake

The 1999 Duzce (Mw = 7.1) earthquake occurred in the western segment of the NAFZ in Turkey.
The 12 November 1999 Duzce (Turkey) earthquake with Mw = 7.1, caused severe damage in the city
with nearly 900 deaths and 3000 injuries [52]. Duzce city is set on an alluvial basin in the western
segment of the NAFZ. The western part of Turkey not only is located on a seismologically active area
but also includes high population density and a larger number of facilities which make the region
critical for risk assessment studies. In this study, a total of four strong ground motion stations that
recorded the 1999 Duzce earthquake are selected. All selected stations have epicentral distances less
than 125 km. The epicenter of the event, fault plane and location of the selected stations are illustrated
in Figure 2. The information corresponding to the selected stations for simulations are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Information on the selected stations corresponding to the 1999 Duzce (Turkey) event (Mw = 7.1).

Station Code Latitude
(◦)

Longitude
(◦)

Site Class
(NEHRP) [51]

Repi
(km)

PGA-EW
(cm/s2)

PGA-NS
(cm/s2)

PGA-Sim.
(cm/s2)

PGV-EW
(cm/s)

PGV-NS
(cm/s)

PGV-Sim.
(cm/s)

Duzce DZC 40.8436 31.1488 D 9.314 520.41 328.03 332.32 86.54 54.53 70.69
Goynuk GYN 40.3965 30.7830 D 55.163 22.17 25.79 55.50 5.84 4.49 4.53

Iznik IZN 40.4416 29.7168 D 123.67 20.06 21.25 32.76 1.97 2.27 5.16
Izmit IZT 40.7665 29.9172 C 100.7 16.41 18.73 28.40 2.27 1.73 5.75

The website corresponding to the strong ground motion database of Turkey [42] is accessed to
get the raw time histories at the selected four stations. For simulation of the time histories of the
1999 Duzce earthquake, the verified regional source, propagation and site parameters proposed by
Ugurhan and Askan [24] are employed. In that study, the calibration of the simulation parameters was
performed using the records corresponding to a total of existing nine stations. Table 2 presents the
simulated PGA and PGV values at the selected stations of this case study.

2.3. Simulated Records of the 2009 L’Aquila (Italy) (Mw = 6.3) Earthquake

The 2009 L’Aquila (Italy) event with Mw = 6.3 occurred in the Abruzzo region, located in central
Italy in a close vicinity of the L’Aquila town. The event had the moderate size of Mw = 6.3 but it caused
nearly 300 casualties, 1500 injured people in addition to a total cost of 2–3 billion Euros structural
damage [53]. The fault plane in which the 2009 L’Aquila event occurred has a normal mechanism.
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Majority of the near-fault strong ground motion stations that recorded the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake
are located on stiff soils or rock sites. Yet, local site effects are observed in time histories of some stations
which are located on softer soils. In order to investigate the efficiency of ground motion simulation
methodology in predicting the real records of this event, a total of four stations having epicentral
distances less than 50 km are selected. Figure 3 shows the location of the selected four stations along
with the fault plane. Table 3 presents the selected four stations and their information.
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Table 3. Information on the selected stations corresponding to the 2009 L’Aquila (Italy) event (Mw = 6.3).

Station Code Latitude
(◦)

Longitude
(◦)

Site Class
(EC8) [54]

Repi
(km)

PGA-EW
(cm/s2)

PGA-NS
(cm/s2)

PGA-Sim.
(cm/s2)

PGV-EW
(cm/s)

PGV-NS
(cm/s)

PGV-Sim.
(cm/s)

V. Aterno-F.
Aterno AQA 42.376 13.339 B 4.2 350.46 347.59 254.94 29.86 24.07 22.87

Celano CLN 42.085 13.5207 A 31.79 73.49 76.57 75.59 4.61 6.56 10.21
Gran Sasso GSA 42.421 13.5194 B 14.15 131.88 139.02 157.36 9.63 7.41 15.03
Montereale MTR 42.524 13.2448 A 22.13 42.17 51.65 54.66 3.25 3.09 5.09

The real records at the selected four stations are taken from the website corresponding to the
strong ground motion database of Italy [55]. For ground motion simulations at the selected stations
the validated source, path and site parameters proposed by Ugurhan et al. [45] are used. In that study,
the simulation parameters of the 2009 L’Aquila event have been calibrated with respect to the observed
records at fourteen stations. Table 3 shows the simulated PGA and PGV levels at the selected stations.

3. Seismological Misfits

The observed and simulated records at the selected three study areas and the corresponding
stations are evaluated through definition of misfits in terms of alternative seismological measures.
In this study, for evaluation of the seismological misfits, seismological parameters are considered to be
Fourier Amplitude Spectrum (FAS), PGA, PGV, PGV to PGA ratio (PGV/PGA), Cumulative Absolute

Velocity (CAV =
∫ Td

0

∣∣∣a(t)∣∣∣dt) [56], Arias Intensity (Ia = π
2g

∫ Td
0 a(t)2 dt) [57] and Significant Duration

(te f f ) [58] (determined as the time interval of 5–95% of the accumulated Ia). In the aforementioned
formulas, Td corresponds to total duration of ground motion record, a(t) is acceleration time series,
and

∣∣∣a(t)∣∣∣ shows the absolute value of a(t) at time.
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In this study, seismological misfits are defined in terms of both log-scale misfits and GOF scores.
For calculation of FAS log-scale misfits, the following function is used:

Mis f itFAS =
1

n f

10∑
f=0.1

∣∣∣∣∣∣log
FASsimulated( f )

FASreal( f )

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

where, n f corresponds to the total number of discrete frequencies varying between 0.1 and 10 Hz.
For the remaining single-value parameters defined above, log-scale misfits are calculated using

the following formula:

Mis f itR = log
∣∣∣∣∣Rsimulated

Rreal

∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

where, R stands for the seismological parameters defined including PGA, PGV, PGV/PGA, CAV, Ia

and te f f .
For calculation of all seismological log-scale misfits, the geometric mean of the seismological

parameters from the observed records in NS and EW directions at every station for each case study
is considered. The results of station-wise seismological log-scale misfits for all study regions are
illustrated in Figures 4–6. These illustrations reveal that for all case studies, the overall log-scale misfits
are less than 1, in log-scale. However, depending on the study area and station, there is variability in
terms of seismological log-scale misfits corresponding to alternative seismological measures. Next, for
each station in each study area, the average seismological log-scale misfits are calculated by averaging
the individual log-scale misfits in terms of FAS and R (including PGA, PGV, PGV/PGA, CAV, Ia and
te f f ). The results are presented in Table 4. For Erzincan, as the first case study, among all selected three
stations, the least log-scale misfit is obtained for station ERC which is located in the closest distance to
the fault plane. The same observation is valid for Duzce and L’Aquila as the second and third case
studies, since the least average log-scale misfits are obtained for stations DZC and AQA located in the
nearest vicinity of the fault planes.

Table 4. Average seismological log-scale misfits at all stations for all case studies.

Case Study Station Average Seismological Log-Scale Misfit

Erzincan
ERC 0.16
REF 0.25
TER 0.22

Duzce

DZC 0.11
GYN 0.27
IZN 0.22
IZT 0.26

L’Aquila

AQA 0.11
CLN 0.20
GSA 0.18
MTR 0.16
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Next, the mean seismological log-scale misfit for each study area is calculated by taking the
average of the entire log-scale misfits at all stations of that case study. The mean seismological
log-scale misfits for the Erzincan, Duzce and L’Aquila are, respectively, obtained as 0.21, 0.21 and 0.16.
The values demonstrate that the mean seismological log-scale misfits corresponding to the Erzincan
and Duzce, both placed on alluvial basins, are larger than the mean log-scale misfit corresponding to
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the L’Aquila which is mostly located on stiff soil conditions. This may be attributed to the drawback
of the stochastic finite-fault method in simulating the predominant basin effects which leads to large
amplitude surface waves.

To evaluate the seismological misfits in a more straightforward way, the seismological misfits
herein are expressed in terms of the GOF scores as proposed by Olsen and Mayhew [39]. In calculation
of the GOF scores for all seismological parameters considered herein, a uniform weight is used. Table 5
presents the results for all stations corresponding to all case studies. Comparison of the statistical
values presented in Tables 4 and 5 reveals the consistency between the seismological GOF scores and
the seismological log-scale misfits for all case studies. In other words, for a specific study area, as
the average seismological log-scale misfit decreases, the GOF score increases. For the Erzincan and
Duzce regions located on alluvial basins, the mean seismological GOF scores are calculated as 57 and
55. For the L’Aquila region mostly located on the rock or stiff soil conditions, the average GOF criteria
in terms of the seismological parameters is estimated as 64 which is higher than the previous two case
studies. This observation is consistent with the mean seismological log-scale misfit of this case study
as obtained previously.

Table 5. Station-wise seismological GOF scores for all case studies.

Case Study Station Seismological GOF Score

Erzincan
ERC 68
REF 49
TER 54

Duzce

DZC 75
GYN 47
IZN 52
IZT 46

L’Aquila

AQA 74
CLN 58
GSA 60
MTR 64

4. Engineering Demand Misfits

In order to have an idea about the use of simulations in earthquake engineering practice,
engineering demand misfits are defined next. These misfits are calculated in terms of the differences
between the real and simulated values of different engineering demand parameters including

Housner Intensity (HI =
∫ 2.5

0.1 PSV(ξ = 0.05, T) dT) [59], Acceleration Spectrum Intensity (ASI =∫ 0.5
0.1 Sa(ξ = 0.05, T) dT) [60], Velocity Spectrum Intensity (VSI =

∫ 2.5
0.1 Sv(ξ = 0.05, T) dT [60], both

Elastic and Inelastic SDOF Acceleration Response Spectra using 5% viscous damping ratio (E-Sa and
IE-Sa, respectively) and seismic Input Energy for both Elastic (E-Ei) as well as Inelastic (IE-Ei) SDOF
systems. Herein, PSV, Sa and Sv correspond to the Pseudo-Velocity Spectrum, Acceleration Spectrum
and Velocity Spectrum, respectively. The terms T and ξ stand for the period and viscous damping
ratio, respectively. Seismic input energy is calculated by taking the integral of the equation of motion
for an either elastic or inelastic (elasto-plastic model with strength factor of 0.1 and damping ratio of
5% herein) SDOF system as stated in Uang and Bertero [61]:∫

m
..
u(t) du +

∫
c

.
u(t)du +

∫
fs(u) du = −

∫
m

..
ug(t) du, (3)

where, the right-hand side term shows the input energy for an either elastic (E-Ei) or inelastic (IE-Ei)
SDOF system. The three left-hand side terms, respectively, correspond to the kinetic energy, damping
energy and absorbed energy (including the strain energy for the elastic system in addition to the
hysteretic energy for the inelastic system). In this study, the spectral SDOF misfits in terms of spectral
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acceleration (E-Sa and IE-Sa) and input energy (E-Ei and IE-Ei) are evaluated for different SDOF systems
with varying period values between 0.1 and 4 s.

Similar to the seismological misfits, the engineering demand misfits are defined in terms of both
the log-scale misfits and GOF scores. Equation (2) is used for calculation of the log-scale misfits
including HI, ASI and VSI, while the remaining log-scale misfits in terms of E-Sa, IE-Sa, E-Ei and IE-Ei

are evaluated through the following equation:

Mis f itR =
1

nT

4∑
T=0.1

∣∣∣∣∣∣log
Rsimulated(T)

Rreal(T)

∣∣∣∣∣∣, (4)

where, Rsimulated (T) and Rreal (T) take values corresponding to, respectively, the simulated and real
parameters of E-Sa, IE-Sa, E-Ei or IE-Ei for a SDOF system with the period of T. The term nT is the total
number of discrete periods between 0.1 and 4 s.

Figures 7–9 present the station-wise engineering demand log-scale misfits for all case studies.
For each case study, similar to the seismological log-scale misfits, the engineering demand log-scale
misfits are defined based on the geometric mean of the engineering demand parameters from the
observed records in NS and EW directions at every station. The results corresponding to the station-wise
engineering demand log-scale misfits for all case studies reveal that the overall log-scale misfits are
less than 1 unit in log-scale. Yet, there is variability in terms of alternative engineering demand
log-scale misfits where among all types of these misfits, energy-demand dependent log-scale misfits
(the upper bound being approximately 0.6) are generally larger than the other types. This can be
attributed to the inherent definition of energy as a more complex phenomenon. The values of the
average engineering demand log-scale misfits for each station at each study area are given in Table 6.
Results for Erzincan (Table 6) present that, consistent with the mean seismological log-scale misfits
(Table 4), the smallest misfit corresponds to the station ERC having the closest distance to the fault
plane. The same observation is valid for the other study areas including Duzce and L’Aquila, where the
least average engineering demand log-scale misfits correspond to the stations DZC and AQA having
the closest distance to the fault planes as compared to the other stations. The same observation is also
observed for the seismological log-scale misfits of Table 4.

Table 6. Average engineering demand log-scale misfits at all stations for all case studies.

Case Study Station Average Engineering Demand Log-Scale Misfit

Erzincan
ERC 0.13
REF 0.37
TER 0.30

Duzce

DZC 0.12
GYN 0.38
IZN 0.30
IZT 0.30

L’Aquila

AQA 0.13
CLN 0.33
GSA 0.28
MTR 0.19
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Figure 9. Engineering demand log-scale misfits in terms of HI, ASI, VSI, E-Sa, IE-Sa, E-Ei, and IE-Ei
between the real and simulated records of the L’Aquila event.

Next, the mean engineering demand log-scale misfit for each study area is calculated by taking
the average of the entire log-scale misfits at all stations of that case study. The mean log-scale misfits
corresponding to the engineering demand parameters for the Erzincan, Duzce and L’Aquila regions
are, respectively, calculated as 0.27, 0.28 and 0.23. The values show that the mean engineering demand
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log-scale misfits corresponding to the Erzincan and Duzce, both located on alluvial basins, are greater
than that corresponding to the L’Aquila mostly placed on stiff soil conditions. So, the results of
engineering demand log-scale misfits are in agreement with the seismological log-scale misfits defined
in this study. The maximum difference between the two types of the log-scale misfits is observed for
L’Aquila as approximately 30 percent. On the other hand, for Erzincan and Duzce this difference is
nearly 25 percent.

Finally, GOF scores proposed by Olsen and Mayhew [39] are calculated for the engineering
demand parameters for all case studies in order to compare them with the GOF scores defined
previously in terms of the seismological measures. Table 7 presents the results for all stations and all
case studies. Similar to the seismological GOF scores, in the calculation of engineering demand GOF
scores, a uniform weight is considered for all engineering demand parameters. The comparison of
the results in Tables 6 and 7 reveals that there is good agreement between the engineering demand
log-scale misfits and the engineering demand GOF scores for most case studies. In other words, as the
average engineering demand log-scale misfit increases for a specific case study at a selected station, the
engineering demand GOF score goes down. For the Erzincan and Duzce regions placed on alluvial
basins, the mean engineering demand GOF scores are, respectively, 51 and 49. For the third case study,
L’Aquila, which is mostly located on the rock or stiff soil conditions, the mean engineering demand
GOF score is estimated as 54. The result for L’Aquila is larger than the previous two case studies.
This observation is in agreement with the results in terms of the seismological GOF scores. Finally, the
results for all case studies reveal the consistency between the seismological and engineering demand
log-scale misfits and GOF scores.

Table 7. Station-wise engineering demand GOF scores for all case studies.

Case Study Station Engineering Demand GOF Score

Erzincan
ERC 68
REF 35
TER 49

Duzce

DZC 79
GYN 39
IZN 38
IZT 45

L’Aquila

AQA 72
CLN 42
GSA 44
MTR 59

5. Conclusions

In this study, the simulated ground motion records of different past earthquakes are evaluated
through definition of alternative seismological and engineering demand misfits. To accomplish this,
the 1992 Erzincan-Turkey, the 1999 Duzce-Turkey and the 2009 L’Aquila-Italy earthquakes with
magnitudes of 6.6, 7.1 and 6.3, respectively are considered. The first two case studies (Erzincan and
Duzce) are located in alluvial basins while the last case study (L’Aquila) is placed mostly on the rock
and stiff soil conditions. The simulated records validated for the past earthquakes are generated
based on the stochastic finite-fault ground motion simulation methodology and considered in the
analyses. In order to evaluate the simulated ground motion dataset considered herein, alternative
seismological and engineering demand misfits in terms of both log-scale misfits and GOF scores are
defined. Seismological parameters employed represent the amplitude, duration and frequency content
of the records whereas engineering demand parameters involve the spectral acceleration, velocity
and seismic input energy of several SDOF structural systems. Comparisons of the seismological and
engineering demand misfits are made both visually and quantitatively. The numerical analyses results
lead to the following conclusions:
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• An obvious variability is observed in both seismological and engineering demand log-scale misfits
calculated in terms of alternative ground motion measures and engineering demand parameters.

• It is demonstrated that the seismological and engineering demand log-scale misfits are generally
in good agreement. The average log-scale misfits corresponding to the seismological parameters
for the Erzincan, Duzce and L’Aquila cases are calculated as 0.21, 0.21 and 0.16, respectively.
On the other hand, the average engineering demand log-scale misfits are 0.27, 0.28 and 0.23 for
the same regions, respectively. The maximum difference between the two types of the misfits is
approximately 30 percent which is observed for L’Aquila. For Erzincan and Duzce this difference
is 25 percent.

• When the log-scale misfits for all engineering demand parameters are compared, it is seen that
misfits obtained in terms of either elastic or inelastic seismic input energies are mostly larger than
those corresponding to the spectral acceleration responses. This is because energy by definition
is a more complex phenomenon. The upper bound of the energy dependent log-scale misfits is
computed to be approximately 0.6 that is obtained for Erzincan region.

• The GOF score in terms of the seismological and engineering demand parameters are studied in
detail. For the 1992 Erzincan records, the average seismological and engineering demand GOF
scores are calculated as 57 and 51, respectively. For the Duzce records, the average seismological
GOF score is computed as 55 while the engineering response GOF value is 49. For the L’Aquila
records, with stations mostly located in stiff soil conditions, the GOF scores in terms of both
seismological and engineering demand parameters are estimated to be higher than the previous two
case studies. The values corresponding to the seismological and engineering demand parameters
are, respectively, 64 and 54.

• There is consistency between the results of both seismological and engineering demand log-scale
misfits as well as GOF scores. For each case study, as the seismological log-scale misfit decreases,
the engineering demand log-scale misfit also takes smaller value. In addition, as the seismological
GOF score increases, the engineering demand GOF score also increases.

• The stochastic finite-fault ground motion simulation methodology based on the validated input
parameters is observed to yield more precise results at stations located in stiff soil conditions.
This observation is valid for both seismological and engineering perspectives.

• Overall, the engineering demand misfits are larger than the seismological misfits in logarithmic
scale. Similarly, the engineering demand GOF scores are generally less than the seismological
GOF values. These discrepancies are believed to arise from the additional uncertainties involved
in the structural responses.

Finally, in this study, a misfit evaluation methodology is proposed which includes both
seismological and engineering demand misfit definitions. The proposed approach should be further
tested with other simulated datasets in different regions. The presented method and similar
approaches will provide a means for quantitative evaluation of simulated ground motion records in
engineering applications.
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